Comparative study of French and Bulgarian human general nouns
This research is part of an international project that aims at the linguistic description of human
nouns in various languages (French, German, Romanian, Portuguese, Bulgarian, etc). We
focus here on a subset of nouns (in French and in Bulgarian) denoting humans in a general
way, which show small number of semantic features and can therefore be considered as
superordinate. Our main goal is to compare the French lexemes homme, (être) humain,
personne, individu, gens (man, human being, person, individual, people) with the available
human general nouns in Bulgarian such as човек, човешко същество, лице, индивид, хора,
души, on the basis of their uses that depend on their semantic and syntactic features, often
different in the two languages. In our analyses, we adopt the referential semantics approach as
presented in some recent works dealing mainly with French human general nouns1 (Cappeau
& Schnedecker 2012, 2014, Mihatsch 2015a et b, Schnedecker 2012), and for the comparison
itself we explore data from monolingual and bilingual dictionaries which is put to the test
using parallel corpora in various domains (medicine, law, film subtitles). We argue that
certain nouns (as the French plurale tantum gens and its Bulgarian ‘equivalent’ хора) reveal
more similarities than differences (for example, with regard to their contexts and the use of
determiners), whereas others overlap only partially (лице corresponds almost exclusively to
one of the meanings of personne). Moreover, the corpus data show that, according to the
domain of use, a specific noun can be preferred to a general one in the translation (пациент
‘patient’ for personne in medical labels), and in other cases a French general noun, depending
on the context, can be translated by a stylistically marked Bulgarian lexeme (individu bizarre:
странна особа ‘an odd-looking individual/character’). We also take into account the
correlation between the poor referential meaning of the human general nouns and their
possible behavior as pronouns, at least for some of them: for example, човек ‘man’ as a
subject in generic sentences is translated by the French indefinite pronoun on, and gens
‘people’ is, sometimes, “incorporated” in a nominalized adjective in Bulgarian, when it serves
as a support for a classification of human beings: gens de couleur ‘people of color’ –
цветнокожи ‘colored (people)’.
Our research shows that the human general nouns, often presented by dictionaries as
interchangeable synonyms probably due to their ‘poor’ meaning, have nevertheless different
interpretations and uses depending on various factors (context, pragmatics, syntactic position,
choice of determiners, distinction between group and individual(s), etc). This is supported by
a spectrum of available translation choices (in both directions: French-Bulgarian and
Bulgarian-French), ranging from a ‘null element’ to a specific noun.
We hope that our work, besides the theoretical contribution to the human general nouns
linguistic description, can be used for practical purposes as translation and foreign language
teaching (French/Bulgarian).
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